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Bulk SMS Marketing Techniques 

 
Source: Articles4NetBlog.com 

 

Over one half of world’s population has at least one mobile phone which has become much more than just 

a communication tool. Mobile phones have emerged as one of the most effective and inexpensive 

marketing tools thanks to SMS bulk marketing which enables businesses to reach thousands of 

customers in a matter of minutes. 

Many companies take advantage of the fact that people tend to have mobile phones at hand 24/7 and that 

nearly all mobile phone users read just about any SMS they receive. This has made sending SMS 

messages to mobile phones one of the most successful and cost-efficient marketing methods after the 

introduction of bulk SMS marketing. The latter enables businesses to send text message to thousands of 

customers in a very short time period. 

Bulk SMS marketing is very inexpensive in compare to other forms of advertising. It is offered by online 

SMS providers at very competitive prices, while the price for sent SMS often also includes a variety of 

other features such as the ability to brand SMS messages by customizing sender’s ID. The latter is a very 

popular tool to increase brand awareness, while recipients generally respond better to a company name 

or other keywords than to a “number”. The ability to send personalized SMS messages that make the 

customers feel important to the company is another great advantage of bulk SMS marketing. And the best 

part of it is the fact that some providers even offer a discount for sending personalized SMS messages. 

Bulk SMS marketing is very convenient and easy. You simply send SMS from PC and the chosen 

provider will deliver it to the target audience. SMS providers have direct connections to gateways for 

sending SMS which is the key to get your text message to all your customers in the shortest time possible 

to and from anywhere in the world, of course, if you choose a provider that offers international service. 

Bulk SMS marketing is effective marketing strategy that is affordable for every business. However, you 

should be demanding when looking for an provider because that is the only way that you will get high 

quality service at a competitive price. 
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About Profitera Corporation Sdn. Bhd. 

Profitera Corporation is a leading technology provider of Revenue Collections, Debt Recovery and Agency 

Management Software Solutions. With offices in Malaysia, Singapore, the US and Partners in Asia, Middle East and 

Europe, Profitera provides solutions to help its Customers focus on their Clients and optimize Profits throughout 

their Revenue and Profitability Lifecycle. As experts in Revenue Collections, Debt Recovery and Agency 

Management, Profitera continuously brings real-time scalable technology to the doorstep of its Customers to help 

reduce Bad Debt and improve Profitability. 

 

Enterprise Revenue Collections & Debt Recovery Software Systems 

SMS Notification and 2-way SMS Interaction software platform 

Data Management and Software Integration Services 

Data Analysis, OLAP and Multi-dimensional Cubes for Online Interactive Reporting 

 


